
Time
Money

Let’s talk about
your business 

50-70% of new businesses fail
within the first two years.

In a regular business simulation you manage for 
cash and profit, but as any entrepreneur can tell 
you, this is not enough–you have to manage time 
as well. In Time & Money participants are placed 
at the helm of a small business and must divide 
their time into three types of work; sales, admin, 
and technical. They can try to do it all themselves 
or hire employees for specific functions. 

Most entrepreneurs already have a valuable skill or idea 
that they want to sell. Time & Money teaches them the 
expertise to convert their ideas into a profitable business:  

Time & Money is a hands-on, competitive business 
simulation that teaches the three key skills entrepre-
neurs need to successfully start a business:

Case Study: Comp TIA
CompTIA–a global trade association for IT 
professionals–used  Time & Money to 
educate their members on how to think like 
business leaders. Participants praise the 
program for teaching them:

•  The importance of time management for   

 themselves and their staff

•  How to make decisions like a CEO

•  The finance skills needed to understand their  

 books and cash flow

•  Where prices come from and how to set   

 them more efficiently

1. Resource Management (people, things, time)
       
2. Fundamentals of Finance (financial statements,            
 terminology, the need to manage separately                  
 for cash and profit)
                        
3. Planning and Analysis
 (supply, demand,
 pricing, budgets,
 cash flow)

• Business literacy–so they can understand their cash flow 
 and balance their books
   
• Business visualization–so they can ‘see’ strengths,
 weaknesses, threats, opportunities, and key ratios
  
• Business acumen–so they can develop plans based on
 careful  analysis and confidently take action

Ready to learn more? Call us today at 1.919.933.6555 
and see how effective our workshops are at improving the business 
acumen of entrepreneurs and small business leaders. 

About Andromeda Simulations International
Time & Money was developed by Andromeda Simulations International (ASI). 
For over twenty years ASI has been providing experiential business education to 
Fortune 500 companies and top business schools including Beam Inc, HP, Michelin,
The Washington Post, BIC, Ciena, Vanderbilt, and Cornell.

Request a Demo

Our Time and Money  Workshop helps to beat those odds. 


